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Abstract

The resistivity p and thermopower S have been measured in external magnetic fields up to
15 T for typical samples of ErCoj and Yo.4Ero.eC02. For ErCo2, it is observed by electrical
resistivity measurement that the simultaneous transition for Er and Co in zero magnetic field.
It splits into two by magnetic field. The split ordering temperatures increase with increasing
external magnetic field. On the other hand, magnetic ordering temperatures of Yo.4Ero.6C02
compound split in zero magnetic field with the higher transition temperature, Tq1, of Er sub

system and the lower one, T§°, of Co subsystem. In external magnetic fields, I$r increases and

takes an constant value, while Tq° disappears suddenly around HoHext =7 T. The characteristic
phenomena of the separation of magnetic ordering temperatures of the magnetic subsystems can
be understood by the effective magnetic field Beg acting on Co subsystem crosses the critical
magnetic field Be for metamagnetic transition of Co. For ErCoa, assuming that the magnetic
subsystem of Co orders even in paramagnetic region of Er subsystem, calculations of the tem

perature at which Bea becomes equal to Be have been performed and successfully explained the
splitting of Tc's. For Yo.4Ero.eC02, -B«»ff decreases with increasing external field after saturation
of Er magnetization and becomes less than Be around (M>Hext = 7 T. We obtained reasonable
values of the exchange molecular field ( £««« 200 T for ErCoa ), the critical magnetic field
(Be = 110 T) and the critical Er concentration (xct « 0.56). Below this concentration, no long
range magnetic order is observed in Co 3d itinerant electrons in Yi_zErxCo2<

1

Introduction
The cubic Laves-phase compounds RC02 (R stands for rare-earth elements) are known to consist

of two magnetic subsystems formed by localized 4f electrons of R and the itinerant d electrons of
3d-5d (3d-4d hi the case of YC02) hybrid band. It has attracted much attentions to some peculiar

magnetic phenomena related to the magnetic behavior of Co 3d itinerant electrons [1, 2]. YC02
and LuCo2 are Pauli paramagnetic and show a field induced metamagnetic transition with critical

magnetic field of Be « 70 T [3, 4]. The magnetic order of d subsystem in RC02 compounds with
magnetic R is referred to effect of the exchange molecular field Bexc between R and Co subsystems.
The induced Co moment is 1 pa for RC02, being independent of the species of R. The first-order

magnetic phase transition from ferrimagnetic to paramagnetic phase was occured in ErCoa, H0C02

and DyCo2 at Curie temperature of Tb =33, 75 and 140 K, respectively [5].

This first-order

magnetic phase transition is explained as the metamagnetic behavior of Co 3d itinerant electrons,
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where inerant electrons are magnetized by Bexc fr°m tne ordered rare-earth magnetic subsystem;
BexC=n{dMR] where n^ and Mr denote the molecular field coefficient and rare earth magnetization,

respectively. The effective magnetic field £<& acting on Co 3d itinerant electrons in magnetic field
can be expressed as J3eff=**fdMR—/Ko.ffext» where fioHext denotes external magnetic field, because
Mr aligns parallel to /Jo-Hext and Mo, (3d magnetic moment) aligns antiparallel to /xo-Hext-

As the substitution of Y or Lu for R results in a reduction of £<*<:> a number of studies have
concentrated on the magnetic properties of Yi_zRzCo2 and Lui-zRxCo2.

For ErCoz, it was

reported that the magnetic phase transition temperature shifts toward higher temperature with

increasing external magnetic field by the results of magnetocaloric measurements [6, 7]. On the
other hand, for Yo.4Ero.6C02, two magnetic phase transitions were observed at higher temperature

of Er subsystem (Tq* « 14.5 K ) and lower one of Co subsystem (Tq° w 11 K ) which undergoes a
separate magnetic ordering due to decreasing of £W crossing over Be with increasing temperature

even in zero magnetic field [2, 8, 9].
The peculiar phenomena of the separation of magnetic ordering temperatures of R and Co sub
systems mentioned above are related to Beg acting on the Co subsystem. In order to clarify the
mechanism of the separation of magnetic ordering temperature of Yi_zErzCo2 systems in detail, we
have performed the measurements of electrical resistivity p and thermopower S in the temperature
range between 1.5 K and 300 K under magnetic fields up to 15 T.

2

Experiment
The polycrystalline samples of Yi_zErzCo2 compounds were prepared by melting the pure con

stituents (3N) in an arc furnace under a protective Ar atmosphere and were subsequently annealed
in vacuum at 700 °C for one week [5]. A ratio of R: Co = 1: 1.93 has been chosen to avoid formation
of magnetic RC03 phase [9]. The cubic Laves phase structure was confirmed by X-ray diffraction

measurements. The obtained lattice parameters for ErCoa and Yo.4Ero.6C02 are reasonable [6, 10].
The electrical resistivity measurements were carried out by means of a standard four-probe dc

method. The Seesaw-heating method [11] was used for thermopower measurements.

A size of

samples was about 1 X 1 X (4~8) mm3. The electrical resistivity and thermopower were measured
from 1.5 K to 300 K in magnetic fields up to 15 T for ErCo2 and Yo.4Ero.6C02.

3

Results and Discussion

3.1
3.1.1

ErCo2
Experimental results

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of electrical resistivity p(T) and thermopower S(T)
of ErCo2 in the temperature range of 1.5 K — 300 K under zero magnetic field. The temperature
hysteresis is observed around 32 K on cooling and warming processes in p(T) and S(T) curves, which

indicates a first-order magnetic phase transition with thermal hysteresis ( see inset of Fig. 1). p(T)
curve has a sharp increase at 7c, having a mininrmnn and an increase with increasing temperature

above To. Similar to p{T), S(T) curve reveals a sharp increase at Tc, having a minimum around
40 K, a maximum around 70 K and a broad minimum around 200 K. Figure 2 shows the temperature
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1: The temperature dependence of p and 5 in zero magnetic field.

The inset shows the

temperature variations of p and S on cooling and warming around magnetic phase transition
temperature.

dependence of electrical resistivity p(T) (a) and S(T) (b) in various magnetic fields up to 15 T at
low temperature region below 100 K. The magnetic phase transition temperature shifts toward high
temperature, and the increase height in the resistivity around Tc reduces with increasing magnetic

field. p(T) shows almost no field dependence at temperatures above 60 K.

For all measurement fields, at temperatures below Tc, p is proportional to T2, which indicates
the main contribution to the resistivity at this temperature region comes from the fluctuation of Er
moments, p at temperatures above Tc up to 70 K in the paramagnetic region is also proportional

to T2 in magnetic fields less than 7 T, which indicates the main contribution to the resistivity at
this region comes from the s-d scattering by spin fluctuation [10]. However p(T) is not proportional

to T2 in the range of /ioHext > 7 T, indicating that spin fluctuation is suppressed by magnetic
field. S shows almost no field dependence at temperature above T « 100 K [12]. However, a large
field effect is observed as temperature approaches Tc. Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence
of the temperature derivative of p(T), dpfdT. The curve has a peak in zero field. However, two
maximums of dp/dT are observed in magnetic field, which indicate that separation of two magnetic

phase transitions are caused by magnetic field as magnetic orderings of Co and Er subsystems,
respectively. The temperatures Tci and Tc2 (Tci < Tc2) are denoted at the temperature where

dp/dT takes the maximums [8, 9, 12, 13]. These anomalies in magnetic field correspond with the
result inRef. [14].
The magnetic field dependences of Tci and Tc2 are presented in Fig. 4. Both Tci and Tc2 increase
with increasing magnetic field.
temperatures.

Figure 5 shows the magnetic field dependence of p at selected

Field dependence of p at 33 K just above Tc in paramagnetic field, a magnetic

field hysteresis is observed where magnetic orderings of Er and Co coincide with each other. Above
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Fig. 2: The temperature dependence of p (a) and S (b) for ErCo2 in several magnetic fields up to
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Fig. 3: The temperature derivative of the electrical resistivity for ErCo2-

Fig. 4: The magnetic field dependence of the magnetic phase transition temperature.
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Fig. 5: The magnetic field dependence of p £6r.ErCo2.

33 K, no magnetic field hysteresis is observed where magnetic orderings of Er and Co are separated.

With increasing magnetic field, p increases, then decreases after taking a maximum at 37, 42 and

47 K. At 55 K ( > Tc2 at noHext= 15 T ), p is almost independent of magnetic field. In Fig. 6,
the magnetoresistance MR ( = A p / p ) against magnetic field obtained by Fig. 5 is shown. A
positive value of MR is observed in low magnetic field in each experiment curve except for T = 33K.
MR yields a sharp drop below 47 K. In generally, MR for simple ferromagnetic materials decreases

with increasing magnetic field. However, hi this system, that of ErCo-2 increases with increasing
magnetic field because an enhancement of itinerant spin fluctuations of Co develops in fluctuating

exchange field of 4f moments of Er in low field [13]. With increasing magnetic field further, the

Co-moments are ordered and then a sharp drop of magnetoresistance is induced. Figure 7 shows
magnetic field dependence of derivative of electrical resistivity dp(T)/dH at 37 K and 42 K. At

both temperatures, dp /dH curves have a minimum and a stepwise anormaly, indicated by arrows.
These points correspondes with ordering temperatures of Ifci and Tc2 in Fig. 4. As magnitude of
the resistivity reduction should be larger for itinerant Co subsystem ordering than for Er, Tci and

TC2 are reasonablley determined to T<fr and T§° ( T<jp < T§° ), respectively, as shown in Fig. 7.
3.1.2

Theoretical consideration

In the RC02 series, the Co moment is induced by the exchange molecular field from the ordered
4f moment of R. The magnetic phase transition temperature splits into two and its separation
increases with increasing applied magnetic field.

When magnetic field is applied, the exchange

molecular field Bexc and effective magnetic field £<# acting on Co subsystem are expressed as
follows (see Fig. 8).

Bexc

=

(1)

■Sext

=

(2)
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Fig. 6: The magnetic field dependence of magnetoreaistance for ErCo2.
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Fig. 7: The magnetic field dependence of dp /dff for ErCo2.
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<Co>

\l0Hext
Fig. 8: The relation between the directions of magnetic field and magnetization. M^: magnetiza

tion of Er, Mco'. magnetization of Co, /io-ffext: external magnetic field, Bexc- exchange molecular
field acting on Co site, Befj: effective magnetic field acting on Co site.
=

Bexc — Bo

(3)
Here, nfd and Bext denote the molecular field coefficient between Er and Co subsystems and an
applied magnetic field, respectively. We consider here as follows.

(1) In zero magnetic field, with increasing temperatures, the effective magnetic field B^ acting
on Co site decreases and crosses the critical magnetic field Be with a sudden vanishing of the
magnetic ordering of Er at Tc.

(2) The magnetic susceptibility for Er subsystem is very larger around Tc.

(3) 2?eff is enhanced largely due to large induced Er magnetization in magnetic field.

(4) Beff is never less than Bc at T^ in magnetic field and this result in T<fr < T§°, as Be«(H)
> Betf(if = 0) at T<|p\
The conditions expressed above are illustrated in Fig. 9. From the above considerations, we take
here that Tci and Tc2 are the magnetic ordering temperatures of Er and Co subsystems, respec
tively. And we assume that temperature dependence of Met follows to Curie-Weiss law above Tq.
If we approach from high temperature side, as Co is not magnetized, an exchange interaction from
Co site to Er site is negligible. Therefore,
(T > 6i).

(4)
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Fig. 9: Schematic diagram of temperature dependence of magnetization Met and transition tem
peratures in magnetic field for ErCo?.

D is Curie constant and 61 is asymptotic Curie point of Er subsystem. Here, we assume T^=Q\.
acting on Co site is described by using equation (3) as follow.

Beg

=

(5)

With decreasing temperature, at a certain temperature 62 above Tci, Beff reaches to the value of

the critical magnetic field Be . The temperature of 62 is Curie point of Co subsystem,

Be

=

(6)

Therefore,

02

=

+Tc .

(7)

As the result of the fitting to the experiment data of 62-Tc3r by using the equation (7), we obtained
the best fitting values of Bc « HOT and Dnu « 54 K [8, 13]. The calculated 62(+) based on

experimental T^ agrees well with the experimental values of TcSr(O and D) (see Fig. 4). Since all
of the data in magnetic field is expressed by universal parameters of Be and Dna, Therefore, it can

be concluded clear that T<5r is the magnetic ordering temperature of Er and Tq° is the magnetic
ordering temperature of Co as we assumed. The relation between external and effective magnetic
fields for ErCo2 is presented schematically in Fig. 10. A value of n^M^ at 7b in zero magnetic field

is larger than that of /xo^ext ui equation (3) for ErCo?. Therefore, Beff increases with increasing

/uoffext, even if they are reverse direction. Then 7^° increases with increasing ixoHext { see Figs.
4,8 ~ 10 ).
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ErCo2

Fig. 10: Schematic diagram of the relation between S^c, B^ and //o-Hext for ErCo2

Pig. 11: The temperature dependence of p and S for Yo.4Ero.6C02. (b) The temperature dependence
of p in seversl magnetic fields up to 15 T for Yo.4Ero.6C02.
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Fig. 12: The temperature derivative of the electrical resistivity for Yo.4Ero.eC02-

3.2
3.2.1

Yo.4Ero.eC02
Experimental results

Figure 11 (a) shows the temperature dependence of p and S of Yo.4Ero.eC02 in zero magnetic
field. p(T) curve has an up-turn around the magnetic ordering temperature and a sudden decrease
with decreasing temperature.

S(T) reveals a peak at T w 13 K, having a minimum around 25

K and a broad peak around 60 K. For Yo.4Ero.6C02, it was reported that two magnetic phase

transitions were observed with Er subsystem ordering at higher temperature (Tqt « 14.5 K ) than

Co subsystem (Tq° « 11 K ) in zero field. Below Tq°, Beff exceeds the critical magnetic field of

Co subsystem; Bc[2, 9,12]. As indicated by arrows in Fig. 12, these ordering temperatures of T^
and 7^° are practically coincidence with the minimum and maximum of dp/dT or dS/dT curves,
respectively [9]. we obtained Tqt « 16 K and 1q° « 11 K in zero magnetic field. The obtained

temperatures agree with previous work [9]. Fig. ll(b) shows the temperature dependence of p in
several magnetic fields up to 15 T around magnetic phase transition temperature.

A large field effect is observed at the temperature region of magnetic phase transition. At the
temperatures above T « 100 K, p curve shows almost no field dependence.

The temperature

where p takes a peak increases with increasing /iol/ext- However the magnitude of resistivity at
the peak decreases with increasing external magnetic field and the peak of p is not clear at the
field of /Jo-Hext=15 T. This implies that the spin fluctuations of Co 3d itinerant electrons enhanced
by the fluctuating exchange molecular field of 4f moments above magnetic ordering temperature

[13], are suppressed by external magnetic field. The temperature dependence of p at /ao#ext= **> ^
is similar to that of YC02. Figure 13 depicts the behavior of S in several magnetic fields up to
15 T at temperature region below 100 K. At the temperatures above T « 100 K, S curve also
shows almost no field dependence. The minimum of thermopower, Sm\n is observed around Tq° in

magnetic field region of £io-Hext< 7 T. However, it disappears in magnetic field region of /Jo#ext>

7 T, where Tq° vanishes.

This suggests that the Fermi surface changes with vanishing of Co
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Fig. 13: The temperature dependence of 5 in several magnetic fields up to 15 T at temperature
range below 100 K for Yo.4Ero.eC02.

magnetization. The temperature, where 5 attains a minimum above 7^, increases with increasing
external magnetic field.

However, its minimum disappears in magnetic field region of noHeKt>

7 T. This implies the suppression of spin fluctuation of Co 3d itinerant electrons due to external

magnetic field. Figure 14 shows magnetic field dependence of p for Yo.4Ero.eC02 at the selected
temperatures. A magnetic field hysteresis is observed below UK where Co and Er subsystems are
ordered. At these temperatures, p decreases because of increasing of effective magnetic field acting
on Co subsystem with increasing magnetic field. With increasing magnetic field further, p takes a

minimum and an increase because of decreasing effective magnetic field acting on Co subsystem.
A behavior of p at 14 K and 20 K differ from that at other temperatures. At 14 K where this
compound shows ferromagnetism, p decreases until 4 T because increasing rate of Er moment is
large. With increasing magnetic field further, p shows linear decreasing slightly because Er moment

is constant. At 20 K where this compound shows paramagnetism, The behavior of p is similar of
that to ErCo2-

Figure 15 shows magnetic field dependence of S for Yo.4Ero.6C02 at 2.5, 4, 6, 11 and 20 K. A
behavior of S at 2.5, 4, 6 and 11 K are similar because Er and Co subsystems are ordered at these
temperatures. A behavior of S at 20 K in low magnetic field is differ from other temperatures, but
that at all measurement temperatures in high magnetic field are similar.

The magnetic field dependence of the magnetic phase transition temperatures of T^ and Tq°
are shown in Fig. 16. T^ and T§° in /io-Hext <5 T were obtained from the electrical resistivity
and thermopower measurements. In noHext >5 T, we determined Tq° where d p /d/io-Hext has a

peak. As shown in Fig. 16, T<5r increases with increasing /uo/fext below 5 T, and shows an constant
value above 5 T. On the other hand, Tq° increses with increasing A*o-Hext in magnetic field up to
5 T and decreases above 5 T with a sudden drop around 5 T. No sign of long range magnetic

order at /xo#ext>7 T was observed. This suggests that, in magnetic field range of fioHexl>7 T, Beff
acting on Co subsystem is lower than the critical magnetic field Be of Co 3d electron subsystem;
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< Bc at T = 0.

3.2.2

Effective magnetic field acting on Co site

Typical properties of Yo.4Ero.eC02 are summarized as follows;

(1) In zero magnetic field, the effective magnetic field Beff acting on Co site decreases and passes

through the critical magnetic field Be at 7£?°, as the average magnetization of R subsystem
decreases with increasing temperature.

(2) The magnetic susceptibility of R subsystem is not so larger at Tq° ^ ^c° < ^c1* aa^ tne
magnetization reaches a saturation value in larger external magnetic field /uoffext than 5 T.

(3) Beg acting on Co site around Tq° decreases when the R magnetization saturates with in
creasing noHext.

(4) At a certain value of /io#ext, -Buff comes to less than Be, then I}?0 goes to zero.
We assume that the exchange molecular field Bexc is expressed by a^ifaM& in Yi-xErxCc^, here,
x is the concentration of Er ( x = 0.6 in this experiment case ). Then, we can rewrite equation (3)
as follow:

(8)

(9)
When B^ reaches to Bc at Ato#ext=7.2 T» 2c?° vanishes. Bc obtained from the fitting of 02-rc!r
by using the equation (7) is 110 T for ErCo2- By above result, we can obtain reasonable value of
Bexc ^ 200 T for ErCo2 and the critical Er concentration can be estimated as X& « 0.56. Below
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Fig. 16: The magnetic field dependence of the magnetic phase transition temperatures of Ei(Tqt)

and Co(2§°) for Yo.4Ero.6C02.
this Er concentration, it is observed no long range magnetic order of Co 3d itinerant electrons in

Yi_xErxCo2. These values of Bexc and xa show a good agreement with the reported data [5, 9].
It means that the exchange molecular field approximation can be applicable for Yo.4Ero.eC02- Mr

gives Beg of 120T a little excess of the critical magnetic field (Be = HOT) to Co site in Yo.4Ero.6C02
at T =0 K, as Bexc in Yo.4Ero.eC02 is 60% of intensity of Bexc in ErCo2 in zero magnetic field.

Then Beff acting on Co subsystem comes to larger than Be (110 T) below T§o(& 11 K ) with
decreasing temperature (Fig. 17). Therefore, magnetic phase transition temperatures of Er and Co

subsystem split without magnetic field (see Fig. 17). T}& for Yo.4Ero.eC02 shows an constant value
in magnetic field range above 5 T. The relation between external and effective magnetic fields for

Yo.4Ero.eC02 at Tc in zero magnetic field is presented in schematic diagrams (see Fig. 18). With
increasing ^oi/ext, Beff shows a small increase in magnetic field range up to 5 T and decreases
above 5 T. Therefore, Tq° has small increase below 5 T, decreases above 5 T and when Beff comes

to lower value than Be around 7 T ( see Fig. 18), then 2$° vanishes.

4

Conclusions
The various parameters mentioned above for ErCo2 and Yo.4Ero.eC02 are listed in Table 1. For

ErCo2, the first order magnetic phase transition is observed at. 2b = 32 K in zero magnetic field.
We emphasize that the separation of magnetic ordering temperatures is observed with the higher
Tc for Co subsystem and the lower one for Er subsystem in magnetic field. Both of the magnetic

ordering temperatures increase with increasing external magnetic field /uo-Hext- For Yo.4Ero.6C02

compound, two magnetic ordering temperatures are observed with the higher 2c (« 16 K) for Er
subsystem and lower one (« 11 K) for Co subsystem even in zero magnetic field. With increasing

fioHexi, Tqt increases below 5 T and takes an constant value above 5 T. On the other hand, with
increasing noHext, 7%° increases a little below 5 T, decreases above 5 T and vanishes around 7 T. A
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Fig. 17: Schematic diagram of the temperature dependence of Mr and B& in magnetic field for

Yo.4Ero.eC02.
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magnetic field dependence of the magnetic phase transition temperatures of ErfT^11) and Co(Ic°)
for Yo.4Ero.6C02.
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Compound

ErCo2

Yo.4Ero.eC02

/lo/fext > 0 (T)

magnetic field

/iO-Hext = 0 | /XoHext > 0 (T)
7c3o<Tc3r
16K

c

/f*Co „ 'T^Br
Jtrf-t

-—• «£ft

*>*

increase (/io#ext < 5 )
constant ( A*o^fext > 5 )

small increase (/Jo#ext <5 )
UK

decrease ( 5 < /io-H«xi <7 )
0 ( HoHext >7 )

X

large

B«

increase

small ( noHext < 5 )

0 ( A*O#ext > 5 )
small increase ( ^o-^ext < 5 )

decrease (^ioi?ext > 5 )

Be

110(T)

110(T)

B^.

200(T)

120(T)

= 0.56

Table 1: T«?r: magnetic ordering temperature of Er sublattice, 7J00: magnetic ordering temperature
of Co sublattice, \'- magnetic susceptibility around 3^°, B^: effective magnetic field, Be' critical
magnetic field, Bmc: exchange molecular field (T=0 K).

magnetic susceptibility around 7^, x (=dM/dT), for Yo.4Ero.6C02 is smaller than that for ErCo2
and takes a value of almost 0 above 5 T. With increasing /io#ext, #exc increases with increasing of
induced Mr. Beg is given by the difference between Bexc and noHext- Therefore, by considering
the Beff acting on Co subsystem: either B<& > Be or B& < Be, the peculiar phenomena of the
separation of magnetic ordering mentioned above can be explained. For ErCo2, Beg increases with

increasing /uo#«ct, then T§° increases with increasing £<o-Hext- On the other hand, for Yo.4Ero.eC02,
as shown in Fig. 18 schematically, Beff increases a little below 5 T, decreases above 5 T and comes

to less than Be- Then 7^ shows a small increase below 5 T, decreases above 5 T and vanishes
around 7 T (Beff < Bc ).

From the results of measurements for above two compounds, we obtained the critical magnetic
field of Co, Be, the exchange molecular field Bexc and the critical Er concentrations as Be « 110 K

for ErCo2 and Yo.4Ero.eC02, BexC(« 200 T for ErCo2, « 120 T for Yo.4Ero.eC02) and xct « 0.56
(see table 1).
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